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Theoretical and experimental study of space charge in intense ion beams
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(Received 15 May 1978)

The highly collimated beams of energetic neutral atoms used in controlled thermonuclear fusion research

(CTR) require the virtual elimination of space-charge forces in the primary ion beam in order to minimize

the angular divergence. A model is presented which describes the behavior of an intense ion beam passing
through a gas cell. This theory is used to derive the space-charge field produced by such a beam and shows
how its effect can be minimized. This model agrees well with experimental measurements and enables

emittance-dominated beams of very high brightness to be obtained which could find applications in fields
other than CTR.

I. INTRODUCTION

The injection of beams of energetic neutral . .

atoms is one of the major methods of auxiliary
heating presently in use in the field of controlled
thermonuclear research (Cordey'~ and Kulsrad
and Jassbys). These beams are formed by elec-
tron capture of .a positive-ion beam passing
through a gas cell. In order to maximize the
power transfer from the ion source to the fusion
plasma, and also to minimize the flux of thermal
gas, the ion beam and therefore the resulting
neutral beam should be highly collimated.

Part of the neutral-beam-injection development
program at the Culham Laboratory has been spe-
cifically aimed towards elucidating the fundamen-
tal limits to the divergence of ion beams passing
through gas at low pressure. It has been found
that residual space-charge expansion of a nomin-
ally space-charge-neutralized beam was one of
the major processes responsible for divergence
angles of the order of 1' observed in previous
work. A model is presented below that describes
the processes involved in the space'-charge neu-
tralization of ion beams and, using the predic-
tions of this model, ion beams have been gener-
ated in which the divergence due to residual
space-charge expansion is insignificant compared
with that due to the finite temperature of the beam
ions. Although developed for fusion research,
these low divergence beams (-0.2') which have a
normaljzed brightness of Sx10" mAcm ' sr ',
may find other applications.

II. PHYSICAL PROCESSES

The model considers a nonrelativistic ion beam,
remote from any conducting walls, passing through
a gas at low pressure. Electrons, produced by
ionization, are trapped within the beam by its own
space charge, resulting in a decrease of the ef-

fective beam perveance, and hence space-charge
expansion, to a value that is considerably less
than that of the unneutralized beam. The energy
and particle balance of this system are explored
in some detail as functions of the various physical
parameters of the primary beam and in particular
as a function of the ambient gas pressure. The
use of Poisson's equation enables a self-consis-
tent description of the beam plasma to be made,
including the radial dependence of the potential
and particle densities within the beam. It is the
radial electric field of the beam plasma that is
responsible for the space charge expansion of
the beam.

In previous theoretical treatments of space-
charge neutralization of ion beams, either the
continuity orthe en,ergy balance equation has been
neglected or Poisson's equation has been replaced
by the plasma neutrality equation. In the model
described by Gabovich et al. ,

' electron continuity
is neglected and plasma neutrality for a uniform-
density beam is assumed, thus losing all spatial
information. An alternative model developed by
Hamilton' neglects the effects of the slow ions
formed by ionization and also uses the plasma
neutrality condition. The neutralization of elec-
tron beams, which is very similar, is discussed
by Dunn and Self, 'who have solved Poisson's
equation by giving an analytic spatial distribution
for the electrons and slow ions in a uniform beam

. but they do not consider the energy balance of
the plasma, which controls the electron tempera-
ture. Green' has extended Dunn and Self's model
to cover ion beams but does not consider energy
balance.

The model presented here uses the continuity
equation to describe the slow ion and electron
densities and the electron temperature is deter-
mined by considering the overall energy balance
of the beam plasma system. The potential well.
can then be found by using Poisson's equation,
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thus completing the description of the beam plas-
ma. Unfortunately these equations are complex
and involve four nonlinear differential equations
that would require very sophisticated numerical
techniques for solution. A slightly simpler ap-
proach is adopted here, which creates an approxi-
mate intermediate solution for the potential that
allows the four differential equations to be reduced
to a single nonlinear equation that still requires
a numerical solution, but is considerably simpler
to obtain. This new solution replaces the inter-
mediate solution and also provides a comparison
to ensure that the intermediate solution is a good
approximation. An even simpler technique of
solution is also presented that replaces Poisson's
equation by plasma neutrality and discards the
spatial-distribution functions. This method ob-
tains approximate analytic expressions describing
the axial potential and charge densities as func-

. tions of the main beam parameters and is useful
in understanding the general scaling laws of the
beam plasma.

The continuity equation is applied separately
to each species of particle. The slow-ion flux
is determined by an equilibrium between the rate
of creation by ionization and charge exchanging
collisions and the rate of expulsion by the radial
electric field. The electrons, however, are
trapped by this electric field and ean only escape
by diffusion in velocity space via electron-elec-
tron collisions until they reach the tail of the Max-
wellian distribution and escape.

The electrons formed by ionization extract
energy from the primary ion beam by Coulomb
collisions. The electron heating by the beam is
controlled by the detailed shape of the electron
distribution at low velocities, which is modified
by the presence of newly created electrons. The
Fokker-Planek equation is used to determine the
electron distribution function that is treated as a
perturbed Maxwellian distribution. The. heated
electrons control the magnitude of the potential
well and hence determine the energy removed
by the escaping slow ions as they are accelerated
radially outwards. This energy is equal to the
average binding energy of electrons trapped in
the wel. l and if these electrons are to escape,
they must absorb an equivalent energy from the
primary ion beam.

Green' has pointed out that the slow ions formed
by charge exchange are not involved in the above
energy balance. . The energy for this process
comes directly from the beam ions that are all
decelerated by the space-charge potential shortly
after they have left the emitter, which is assumed
to be at the wall potential. In the absence of
charge exchange, the beam ions are reaecelerated

to their full energy when they leave the space-
charge well at the distant target (also at the wall
potential) and there is no net energy transfer. If
a beam ion is converted to a fast neutral within
the well, however, it cannot be reaceelerated and
the energy lost by the beam ion entering the space
charge well is removed by the resulting slow ion
when it is expelled radially. Hence this energy
transfer is independent of the beam parameters
and does not affect the electron temperature-

HI. CONTINUITY EQUATION

The densities of the slow ions and electrons
can be derived from the solution of the continuity
equation in terms of the other plasma parameters.
The general form of the equation is

esp +V ~ F~ =0,st

where sn,./st is the creation (or loss) rate of
particle j and E& is the particle flux. This flux
describes the motion of each species, which in
the case of slow ions is free fall under the influ-
ence of the electric field. The electrons, how-
ever, are assumed to be born with essentially
zero velocity and hence they are electrostatically
contained by the fast-ion space charge. In this
case the escaping electron flux is governed by
their diffusion in velocity space. These fluxes
and their effect on the particle densities are dis-
cussed in- Secs. IIIA and IIIB.

It is assumed that the beam ions alone are res-
ponsible for the creation of slow ions and electrons.
The secondary-electron energy distribution lacks
a high-energy tail (see Sec. IIIB and Fig. 1) and
hence the production rate of ion-electron pair s
by these electrons is very much less than that of
the beam for the experimental situation discussed
here (i.e., 10 '& p& 10 ' Torr)

A. Ions

It is now appropriate to use the integral form
of Kq. (1), obtained by the use of Green's theo-
rem, which gives

As the beam has cylindrical symmetry, the ion
flux is purely radial and they can only escape at
infinity, there being no sinks for ions at finite
radius- (the conducting walls are assumed to be
at infinity). Hence for a creation rate dn, /dt in
an element of volume 2mpdpdz and where these
ions move to a surface at r, the above equation
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FIG. 1. Dependence of the electron distribution function on the potential well depth p

transforms to

8nf
2mpdpdz =2zrdz E, =2vrdz v(p, r)dn, (r),

where v(p, r) is the velocity at r of those ions
produced at p and dn, (r) is the contribution to the
density of the ions at r. Integration gives

r'
Q(r) =Q +Q + ~ ~ ~

Hence the potential well has a parabolic form.
close to the beam axis. At larger radii where
n~ tn~o, the potential need no longer remain para-
bolic and n, can be found by numerical integra-
tion of Eq. (2).

1f' an& pdp
r , st v(p, r)' (2)

8. Electrons

The slow ions are created by ionization and
charge exchange and move freely under the in-
fluence of the electric field. (Scattering is
unimportant as the time they spend within the
beam is typically the order of 1 y, sec and is
much less than the Coulomb interaction time for
pressures less than 0.1 Torr. ) Hence

limn, (r) =n«=n»r, gnv~m, '~2/(2epo)'~',
r~0

(4)

where po is defined as the first coefficient of the
series

1 " nqgvqnpdp. ( i,)'"[-y()+lm(P)]'"'

where n, is the beam density at p, v, is the beam
velocity, n is the gas density, and g is the sum
of the ionization and charge-exchange cross sec-
tions.

It is shown in Appendix A that the only finite
solution for n, at small values of r is

Low-energy electrons created within the beam
are trapped by the space charge of the fast ions.
To the lowest order, electron-electron colli-
sions lead to the development of a Maxwellian
distribution, characterised by a temperature
T (eV); diffusion in velocity space allows the
electrons which would haVe populated the high-
energy tail of the distribution to escape. Hence
the electron particle balance is governed by the
rate of electron production by ionization and the
rate of escape, which is determined by the depth
of the potential well, and the electron tempera-
ture and density. The corresponding energy ba-
lance required to maintain this temperature is
discussed in Sec. IV.

Clearly the lifetime of an individual electron
depends upon its position in the well; an elec-
tron created near the beam axis, and therefore
at the bottom of the well, must diffuse much fur-
ther in velocity space prior to being able to es-
cape than one created near the beam edge where
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the well is relatively shallow. The electron den-
sity in velocity space can be obtained in terms
of the source function, electron temperature,
and potential distribution. The electron density
in real space can then be found by recalling that
the coordinates of real and velocity space are
coupled via the potential well.

Spitter' has shown that the time for a subgroup
of electrons to increase their velocity dispersion
by an amount v in the directions perpendicular
and parallel to their original motion is

=& /&(OB ) & &~~
= U /&(~B) &,

where &(oBB)'& and &(~~)'& are the dispersion co-
efficients in these directions. For a Maxwellian
electron distribution of density n, (r), and using
Spitzer's notatiori, these are

e n, lnA G(llaw) G(ly&u)

2776 oPl (d (d

&((gi)'& = [erf (II(o) —G (lq(o)],

where w is the e/ectron test-particle velocity. If,
as is the case here, the electron test particles in
the subgroup are identical with the main distribu-
tion, then wl& equals v1.5.

Since the initial velocities in the subgroup are
randomly orientated, neither the perpendicular
nor parallel directions have any special signifi-
cance and the two diffusion times may be combined
to give a net time

? =(1/?, +1/? (()
' =~'[&(~,)'&+&(~B)'&]

= v'o!?/AB erf(v'1. 5) .
The velocity dispersion coefficient may be consi-
dered as a diffusion coefficient in velocity space
with a magnitude

erf(v'1. 5)AB 0.9V e4n, lnA
Q7 2XQ (pl QP

= Cn~ ~

This diffusion coefficient scales differently from
the neutral-gas diffusion coefficient as it is pro-
portional to the particle density.

The potential well that surrounds the beam re-
lates the velocity of the electrons to their radius
of oscillation in the well. Hence diffusion in
velocity space is equivalent to radial diffusion in
real space and the source-distribution function
in real space causes the electrons to have an
analogous source function in velocity space. As
it has been assumed that the velocity distribution
is Maxwellian throughout the potential well, it is
not necessary to use the full distribution function

f for the electrons. Instead, a simplified function

n„ that describes the number of electrons whose
velocity lies in the range v to v+dv relative to
a given origin can be used. This velocity can be
directly related to the binding potential and con-
tainment time since the electrons spend most of
their time at the turning points of the oscillation
and they also conserve their random kinetic
energy.

The primary ion beam is assumed to be axially
and azimuthally uniform with no spatial diffusion
in these directions, hence

27@~
2%v„dv„ '1.

!

where v„represents the velocity increment to
escape. The diffusion equation can be repre-
sented by

V(D„Vn„) =-= d%

which in cylindrical geometry becomes

1 d t' d~) 21Tr~-nn, g, vB 2

Before further progress can be made, the beam
profile must be known. The beam profile is as-
sumed, a Priori, to have a Gaussian shape, so
that

'

Hence the first integration of Eq. (5) can be made
giving

dn!! nnb o 0'l 'UB?" o By„a
2

"dv„

In order to integr-ate further, the transform rela-
tion between v„and r must be determined.

There are two natural coordinate systems in
velocity space, namely, one where the velocity
is related to the potential energy associated with
the radius of oscillation so that v =0 when r =0,
and the other where the velocity is related to the
binding energy so that v=0 when r=~. The lat-
ter coordinate system has a better physical basis
as it is directly connected to the confinement
time and hence it will be'adopted, giving

[e.+e( )],

where v„now represents the velocity required to
overcome the binding energy when the electron is
at its turning points (where it is most of the time).

A first apI|roxjmatiog, „fo the potential distribu-
tion with respect to radius may be made by as-
suming it also to be Gaussian but with a different
radius ro/P, so that

y(?) y (1 s-(Brlro& ) (8)
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This approximation is strongly supported by ex-
periment and also by the full numerical solution
of Poissons equation that replaces Eq. (8). Hence

v'= (2eg /m )e ' ' '0' = v' e ' " '0

The ether coordinate system for v gives an iden-
tical electron distribution, but breaks down at
large values of r because of the approximation
assumed for Q.

Returning to Eq. (V), it can be seen that A
must be zero and if the dependence of D„on n, is
included, then on integration the equation be-
comes

nn~atv, v,'" e'(2/e'-2) ~~)
%hen the transform is applied in reverse, the
electron density in real space may be obtained as

2 nnbDeiss v~ &2 g r2

&0&pro�

&

Q2 2

(2/ '- 2)

V2 ~-(Srl rp)

However, the electron density is expected to de-
crease more rapidly than the potential; hence
the numerical constant of integration B must be,
zero. The final solution for the electron den-
sity is

4p'w e'
0 9V(2/P2 —2) e31nA

(2eTI '~' i/2
x nnyp 0g vymg

Sly

x exp]—&exp—

This solution is based on the assumption that
the potential well has a Gaussian shape of radius
r,/p. Equation (9) above shows that the radius of
the electron distribution is, as would be expected,
intermediate between the beam radius rp and the
potential radius and is ra[2/(1+P )]'~ .

It has been assumed that the trapped electrons
have a Maxwellian distribution whereas in reality
this distribution will be truncated at the velocity
v, which causes the tail of the distribution to be
lost. Virtually no electrons whose velocity ex-
ceeds v will be present as the electron transit
time is shorter than l%%uo of the collision time. The
truncated distribution function can be found using
a method developed by Cordey, s which gives

ge ~y
n =-n C8- dC C8 dCe ep

6NQ gO~p

where e=m,c /2e —Q and e'=m~ /2e. This may
be solved to give

(-,'v) 'n erf [gQ.+Q)/T ]exp(Q +Q„)/T —V(Q +Q.)/T
(-,'x)'~erf(Vg /T ) exp& /T —v'P /T

which is the truncated Maxwellian distribution of
electrons in a well of finite depth.

Curves of n, /n~o are shown in Fig. 1 far several
values of Q~/T. A more tractable form of the
above equation is obtained by numerical approxi-
matiori to the above curves yielding

n, =n e'+~"(y+ y.)/y. . (10)

This is also used in the numerical analysis dis-
cussed in Sec. V.

It is clear that the distribution functions in
Eqs. 9 and 10 must be made identical. This is
achieved through the correct choice of P, which
in turn involves the consideration of the energy
balance of the system in order to determine T.
However, knowledge of P is not required in the
derivation of n,p, the electron density on axis
which can be obtained by inspection. If Eqs. (9)
and (10) are combined, then

4P' i'' /2eT "~
0.9V(2/p' —2) es lllA ( mg

1I2
xnn~oo, v~m, p e~~r

~II QP

l

The above expression shows that the value of P
has only a small influence on the electron dis-
tribution.

IV. ELECTRON DISTRIBUTION AND ENERGY BALANCE

The energy balance of the beam plasma may be
reduced to equating the energy loss arising from
the escaping slow ions to the energy absorbed by
the electrons arising from Coulomb collisions
with the beam. The energy removed by slow ions
produced by charge exchange does not enter into
this energy balance because this energy comes
from the electrostatic deceleration of the beam
by its own potential well. In addition, the elec-
trons cannot remove their kinetic energy eT
from the beam as they escape when their energy
just exceeds the binding potential.

The irreversible energy loss of the beam ions,
when they pass through an electron gas, is criti-
cally dependent on the velocity distribution of the
electrons and is maximum when the electron. velo-
city is close to zero. In Sec. GIB theelectron
velocity distribution was assumed to be Maxwel-
lian with a cutoff at v2=2eg„/m, . This cutoff
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occurs at a velocity greater than v, and hence
will not affect the energy absorption. However
it is possible to show (see Sec. IV C) that the
energy absorbed by a true Maxwellian distribu-
tion of temperature T during the containment
time is approximately an order of magnitude
smaller than that required to escape. This arises
from the high thermal velocity of the electrons
that has been measured to be approximately twice
the beam velocity.

Consequently another process is responsible for
the energy absorption and it will be demonstrated
below that the electron-distribution function at
low velocities is considerably modified by the
presence of newly created electrons that have low
velocities and can hence act as good energy ab--
sorbers for the whose distribution. However, the
number density of this group of electrons is low
as they quickly thermalize with the main distribu-
tion.

The density and distribution function of these
electrons can be evaluated from the Fokker-Planck
equation. This function can then be used in the
beam deceleration equation which determines the
energy loss from the beam and hence equated to
the energy removed by the slow ions.

A simple method showing the physics underlying
this approach is shown in Fig. 2. The beam
energy and newly created electrons enter the per-
turbed distribution. These electrons gain energy
from the main distribution and also transfer en-
ergy and particles via the heated electrons which
are absorbed into the main distribution. In this
way the total energy and particle content of the
perturbed distribution remains constant in time
to give a steady state solution. Finally, the main
Maxwellian distribution loses electrons which
evaporate from the beam and also remove their
binding energy from the beam thus maintaining
the energy and particle content of this distribution.

A. Fokker-Planck equation

It is assumed in the following analysis that the
electron distribution is isotropic, in which case
the general Fokker-Planck equation takes the
form

which has been derived by Rosenbluth et al. ' In
this equation, f represents the total electron dis-
tribution function and v is the electron speed.
Hence the electron density n, is

s~ = 4' v dv. .
0

Also the terms F, h, and g are determined by
the equations

I' =e' Inii/4m c,' m,',
4

4(v) =Q ' — fjv' dv'+dv f fjv' dv'),
my 8 0 0

(13)

g( ) =Q—f fjv" (4 + v)dv'v
f 3v 0

+—
&v 3v +v dv

It is impossible to solve Eq. (12) analytically
for a general distribution function, but, if it is
assumed that the electron-distribution function is
essentially a perturbed Maxwellian (because the
containment time is a few times the collision
time for electrons), then the equation may be lin-
earized. The effects of the source of electrons
created by ionization can be viewed as a perturba-
tion and the total distribution function can be rep-
resented by

(
m, )'",( m.v') f

where f„ is the perturbation. The Maxwellian
function is a stationary state of the Fokker-Planck
equation and hence it mades no contribUtion to the

, time derivative on the left-hand side. The per-
turbation distribution f„ is assumed to be too
small to interact with itself via the h and g para-
meters.

The time-dependent part of the Fokker-Planck
equation hence represents the rate of loss of
electrons from any element of velocity and real
space, which becomes, for electron creation in
the ion beam

(15)
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where dN, /dt is the rate of appearance of new
electrons per unit volume taking into account
their orbitals around the beam axis. The function
S(v) represents the velocity distribution of the new
electrons at a point in real space arising from
their potential energy. It is shown in Appendix
B that dN, /dt depends critically on the initial
velocity of creation of the electrons which has
been measured experimentally by Rudd and Jor-
gensen. " In this instance (see Appendix B)

dN, 4r
=nni, eivi, gI; +0 ~eel

where $0 is the potential at ro.
The electron velocity distribution, S(v) can be

derived from the beam profile and potential dis-
tribution. As the main area of interest is near
the axis, the Gaussian potential well can be ap-
proximated to a parabolic well so that

,'m, v'—=esp+,'m, w—'=(e&0/ro) (p' r') +—~2,iv',

where r is the radius where 8(v) is determined
and ao is the initial electron velocity. The prob-
ability of a velocity e depends on the distribution
of both u and p as shown in the equation below:

fa"f(tv) g( p) did
4wv' fP fo"f(to)g(p) dtvdv

'

It is assumed that f (ur) is 2iv e " ~ )/i@0' where iuo

is the characteristic initial velocity (experimen-
tally too = v~) and g( p) is e ~ I"0, which is derivedp2 2

from the beam profile. As ivor & 2ego/m, integra-
tion gives

l. h function.

There are three species of particles, namely,
the main electron distribution, which is Maxwel-
lian, the slow ions, and the beam ions. The dis-
tribution functions of the electrons and beam ions
are, respectively,

„(m /2veZ)sn e-me per

f~ =5(v v/5(p ——I)/4wv2,

(I'I)

(18)

f, =n, (m, /2veg )i~2e "i" Ii"0 (19)

Substitution of these expressions in Eq. (13) gives

e f mev

=2n, 2T 3 w 2eT

where ~ is the 5 function and p, equals cos8 in
polar coordinates. This anistropy of the beam
must be removed by integration over 8 before it
can be substituted into Eq. (12), but it is useful
to perform this operation after h~ and g, have
been derived in order to improve the accuracy of
the expression.

The slow-ion function is more difficult to derive,
but it will be shown shortly that the dispersion
caused by these particles is unimportant because
of the small value of n, . A simple form for f, is
to assume it to be Maxwellian with a characteris-
tic energy of ega so that the ion velocity is far
smaller than the initial electron velocity. Hence

which has some similarity to a Maxwellian dis-
tribution.

When Eq. (15) is combined with Eq. (12), the
Fokker- Planck equation becomes

2 r ey, (m. 'I'exp(-m, v'/2ey, )' ""~m r, m, v,' &2eg, v'

r - 8, »8I, ag 1 82 t' 8»g'Ii

It is possible to integrate this equation once by
multiplying by 4ze»de and integrating over the
range 0 to e which yields

4 epor m, v' 'n
—nnI, ev~ «» erf „'

7F Sleep 'V0 28+0

=4itl' -f„v —+—+——fv z l . (16)» Sh ag 1 8 28'gr
ae av 2 av " av»j

The next integration depends on the functions h
and g, which can be derived from Eqs. (13) and
(14) and the distribution functions of each species
of particle.

Iii =tnqni/vmi p

as v» (2eip0/mi) and ttii»m~,

" '(v'+v'-2vv p) 'n.
2m 5

a a

This last expression is derived from the expanded
version of Eq. (13) given by Rosenbluth et al. '0

However, the dependence on p is inconvenient in
the assumed isotropic distribution f„and maybe
eliminated by interaction over all values of p,

from 1 to —1. In this case

hi, =(m, nis/mg bvv)(l v+vl ilv v~l)-. -
These three expressions for k represent the

relative magnitude of the deceleration of the
newly created electrons by friction or scattering
with the beam ions, slow ions, and the main
electron distribution. In view of the mass ratio
that enters into this type of effect, it is to ex-
pected that beam ions are virtually ineffective in
slowing down the electrons (the beam ions are
incapable of producing any deceleration until the
electron velocity exceeds that of the beam). In
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this case the value of v2Bh/Bv is

, ek, eh, —8ne, me 3/2

V =V = ( V
ev ev 3m'~ 2eT (20)

Hence by averaging over all values of p. , we have

g=„"' (l + I'-lv-
12vvb

2. g function

Using the expressions developed above for f„
f„and f„ it can be shown with the aid of Eq. (14)
that

4V m

+2 1+ ' erf

sg 2eT 8 8

mdiv

4 m ~i /2 3~1/2

1.47 m v2 2

Again the scattering effects of the slow ions may
be neglected but the scattering caused by the elec-
tron distribution and the beam ions are comparable
and both must be included. The scattering rep-
resented by the g expressi. on will cause the aver-
age energy of the newly created electrons to rise.
In first order the derivative of g with velocity is

Bg Bge + Bga 4n, m~v 2eT'll' + nav
ev ev ev 3m'/2 2eT m, ) 3q,

(21)

B. Perturbed distribution function

g, =n, vif v» (2ego/m&)'12,

gg =g ng(v +vI, —2vvpp)

With the values of g and h in Eqs. (20) and (21),
it is possible to solve Eq. (16), which gives on
integration

, B'g ( v" Bh/Bv'+Bg/Bv'dv'&~
v

2nnqovqr 4 ego /mes )'~ / v' Bh/Bv'+Bg/Bv'+

Substitution of Eqs. (20) and (21) shows that v2

Bh/Bv is unimportant compared with Bg/Bv, which
suggests that the deceleration of the newly created
electrons is unimportant compared with the scat-
tering collisions. In this case the above equation
may be simplified to

B'g 2nn~ov, r 4 ego
" Bv2 4mI'ro v n m, v~

(m I ' du
erfl ' ~ =. const .

g2ep, I
If I is small, then

4vt'ro v ( m~ j

~ lnv 4ne m+ + nb
vzb .3r1/2 2eT 3vb

The constant C is of. some importance as no
sink of electrons has been postulated. A natural
sink exists when v is of the order of the thermal
velocity of the electrons as then the two distribu-
tions cannot be distinguished. If f„ is zero when
v equals v„ then

f„=A ln(v, /v),

where

nnqoqr 8 (2ego '~2 4n, I'm, 'I2 nq

4gFzo g L,mevb 3m I,2eT 3v

(22)

The total number density of these electrons can
be found by integration over velocity space, which
gives

~s
n„= 1„4vv2dv= fmAv,'.

0

When v, is less than (2eT/m, )'I2 this density is
considerably smaller than n, . It is difficult to
determine the value of v, precisely, but if v equals
v, when the scattering time for these new elec-
trons with themselves is equal to the scattering
time for collisions between new electrons and the
main distribution, then v, is approximately ,(2eT/—
m, )'~' although this velocity depends onthe gas
and beam densities. An illustration of the dis-
tribution function is shown in Fig. 3 where the
perturbation. appears as a spike on the Maxwel-
lian distribution function at V=Q. The effect of .

the uncertainty in the value of v, does not influ-
ence the energy transfer, however, as will be
seen in Sec. IVC.
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C. Beam energy balance

The deceleration of the beam is governed by an
equation of the type

where

I'0 =e4 1nA/4m@, 'm,'

H(e')= '
'~~ f "fd '

m0 tv

+471' 8 &d8
IPy

The slow iona are ineffective in regarding the
beam ions because of their high mass, but both
electron distributions can cause deceleration.
Substitution off and f„ in the above equation yields

2)t/2n0 + m0V0

vg 28T )

+4' — ——ln —' +-5vf v20 (v, ) v,'
36 5 (v0) 4

If the electron temperature is high, then the con-
tribution from the main distribution is small (be-
cause 0v& v0) and hence can be neglected. Substi-
tution of experimental values shows that only 10%%u0

of the total energy input to the electrons comes
from this channel. Hence, in this case, the rate
of change of beam energy is

'"=S» ~ '"'=-4.~~ ~ "~ ~'a» —"
+~)

2

dt ' ' dh ' 3 m v

and (23)

dW0 dU0 4v ~ m00v0 ~ )t21 v0 +4~(
dt 0 dt 3 0 m, I( v0 j

The value of v has little effect on the energy
transfer.

The last stage invo1ves the integration of the
eriergy absorbed in a unit volume at r, repre-
sented by dW, /dt, over all radii, which is equal
to the total energy removed by the flux of es-
caping ions. This balance may be represented by
the expression

P202) dW~
nn~e&v~e exp —

& 2m' dr =
dt

'
2m~ dr.

0 +0 0

This integration is necessary because the electron-
electron energy transfer time is considerably
shorter than the containment time. It is not pos-
sible to solve exactly the right-hand side of the
above equation, but the term A can be expanded as
a series function of the ratio n0/n, . Hence after
simplification, we have

1+p' [2- —,'(1+p')jn, 0 l~v, ~

( F0') ~'n00 (2e1"
&((2- p') 4 n, 0 I,m, v'0j

The higher-order terms in n„/n„may be collected
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to give
&j2 i/2

fw 240 1 t)i&
2

ve ~ 2

1+P' 2 ——,'(1+P') n, ()

/ 2

e 8

g'/2 n~p 2er &,

~0 n., ~,v, )~

if P =0.33 (see Sec. IVD). The small value of
ni/n, at large values of )' attenuates the second
term considerably and at high pressures (greater
than 10 4 Torr), it can be neglected completely.

D. P parameter

P2 has been a free parameter in the model,
although an exact theory could determine P2 vis a
numerical solution of an integrodifferential equa-
tion based on velocity space diffusion and energy
balance. The approach adopted here is consid-
erably simpler and offers a greater insight into
the meaning of the P parameter.

In Sec. III 8, P' was to be determined by the
equality between the radial dependence of n, in
Eqs. (10) and (11). This demands that

p[-(1+&'b'/2 .'1= [(0+4.)/e. 1
"'

where Q is the potential relative to the center of
the beam. Hence, near the axis where Q is small

(I+0 )& 0 4
( -0) / ) }B p T T

If n« is approximately equal to n» and only the
first term of the series expansion of the expon-
ential in Eq. (24) is considered then the above
equality becomes:

exactly the same radial scaling as the energy loss
caused by the outward drift of the electrons.

l. Axial energy transfer

The effects of beam divergence cause an axial
variation of Q, producing a broad shallow well
where the beam is wide which is transformed into
a deep narrow well near the beam extraction re-
gion. The electrons can move axially along the
well oscillating between contours of constant po-
tential. The electron production rate Q„ in a
zone dQ at potential Q for a local beam density
n„ is

elf'
Q~=nnioui 2vx

d
—dQ .

For a beam and potential well which are both
Gaussian

y &-(Bf'/ri)

ni=ng) e" /"O=nip($/Q~))/~,

dr/dP =r2/2''y,
where Q is in this case the binding potential of
the electrons and is measured from the remote
walls which are at constant potential. Hence

erg'
Q =)lO')'/liiVi

p2~
—

~

dp .
Y'gp)

However, the beam current remains constant
along the beam axis so that

Ig =7Tnpp Vga/p
2

The solution to this is P'=0. 33 when v, /v, equals
1.4 although P is relatively invariant to the value
of vB/vi.

With this calculated value of P', it is possible
to write

=2.02 ( ') (1 —02. 4 "—
) . (25)

If this equation is combined with Eq. (11), it is
possible to eliminate T giving

n, i ——0.33veo(em, ) / no, v,P / /e In(&) . (26)

E. Radial and axial energy transfer

It has been assumed, hitherto, that the beam is
perfectly collimated and the electron temperature
is uniform everywhere. It will be shown here
that a Gaussian beam profile allows the expres-
sions developed for perfectly collimated beams
to be extended to divergent beams. In addition
the value of P2 derived in Sec-. IVD allows the
local rate of energy absorption dW, /dt to have

nor, ~/y
'»'„

P'84 i4

Hence if the beam current and gas density are
constant along the beam axis then the production
rate of electrons along a contour of constant po-
tential is the same irrespective of beam size.
Hence there is no axial flow of electrons and the
energy balance of an axial segment of the beam
can be considered as if it were infinitely long and
of the same radius. This arises from the Gaus-
sian profile of the beam which in turn generates
a similar potential distribution. In this state the
flow of particles (and hence energy) along the
axis is zero.

2. Radial transfer

The energy absorbed per unit volume by the
electron distribution is determined by the func-
tion dW/dt. This energy is absorbed by the local
electrons and enables them to drift outwards
against the electric field. If the radial depen-
dence of dW, /dt and the energy required to main-
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tain this drift are the same, then this implies
that there is no temperature gradient because the
local energy absorption and loss are the same
everywhere. From Eq. (23) the radial scaling of
dW, /dt is

dW,
I/

2 (1+P )'= C'—exp —
2 exp rdt rp k rp ( 2 rp

where C'contains all terms that are not functions
of r. The energy required for drift against the
field is nQ(dr/dt)//, where E is the local electric
field and (dr/dt)~ is the drift velocity. An ap-
proximate expression for this velocity is

fdr
nbnclgvbrp/n

Hence the radial dependence of this energy loss is

2/t/„r / P'r' t r'1
loss rate =nnbpo&vb'rp, exp I 2 I

exp-
p 5 p / rp/

These two radial expressions are exactly the same
provided

1.5 —pP =1+P

or

P'=0. 33.
This value of P2 is in exact agreement with the
value derived in Sec. IV D from a completely
different concept.

Hence it can be seen that there will be a strong
tendency for a beam of any arbitrary profile to
relax into a Gaussian shape where P2 is 0.33.
This profile eliminates any need for axial or
radial energy transport and hence is an equil-
ibrium state for the beam plasma.

V. POISSON'S EQUATION

The electrostatic potential can be derived from
the charge densities and electron temperature by
two methods. The exact method is to solve the
full Poisson equation in cylindrical geometry,
which will be done in a following section. A less
accurate technique involves the assumption of
plasma neutrality so that d Q/dr2 and dQ/dr are
neglected and Poisson's equation reduces to

ny +ng —n~ p

which is the plasma equation. Harrison and
Thompson' have solved the plasma equation when

n~ is zero and Qreen' has produced solutions
where n~ is finite and uniform. This equation will
give a detailed spatial solution when the Boltz-
mann distribution for electrons is assumed (i.e. ,
n, =n, p

e'b/r). The validity of the plasma equa-
tion is doubtful, however, at low pressure. be-
cause of the dominant effects of the beam ions
and the high potential gradients in the plasma.

A much simpler solution of the plasma equation
is described by Gabovich et al. , where only axial
plasma neutrality is assumed and all radial varia-
tion in density is neglected. This determines the
magnitude of the potential well but not its shape.
A similar technique will be used in Sec. VA to
obtain an approximate estimate for the scaling of

A. Neutral plasma solution

The basic expression equates n, o to n«+n~o,
hence from Eqs. (3) and (26) one obtains

y'/'wep(em, )'/2nobvb
e' l~

(m& nbpnvborp

~Peg. 1 —exp(- p')

The above equation relates the potential to the
gas density and beam density and indicates that,
at low pressures,

2/p / (m e)1/2)-2/p
I( 0.33mo, vbe'p

En e lnA j (2Sa)

and at high pressures,

o (mg&"' e'lnA" ' o ~m /I 0.33vgp 1 —exp(-P') ' (2sb)

These two equations show that Q decreases
with increasing pressure until a lower li.mit is
reached, which is determined by the production
rate of the slow ions. Furthermore at low pres-
sures, the beam potential depends solely on the
beam density and is independent of the beam rad-
ius. This scaling differs completely from the
scaling of the potential of a vacuum beam, where

~we nbrp

This effect may be exploited to produce an ex-
tremely collimated beam whose divergence is
only limited by its finite emittance. These re-
sults are mentioned in Sec. VIC and are dis-
cussed in greater detail elsewhere (Holmes and
Thompson'P) .

At high gas target thicknesses, a large fraction
of the ion beam (dependent on the beam energy)
will be converted into neutral atoms and this neu-
tral atom beam cannot create a potential well.
This fast neutral beam is a source of plasma and
therefore a sheath appears at the plasma bound-
ary (i.e. , the walls). Dunn and Self' have dis-
cussed this problem in detail for finite tempera-
ture electrons in electron beams. This treat-
ment'has been extended by Qreen' to intense ion
beams. Hence by a simple modification of the
model to incorporate the relative magnitudes of
nbp to 'n

p the fast neutral density, it can be shown
that at low pressure

y., =@.[(n„,+n„}/n„]'/',
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and at high pressure

S. Numerical solution

Poisson's equation in cylindrical geometry is
of the form

If'Q 1 dQ e
dr' r A

+——=-—(n +n -n), (29)

where there is azimuthal, and axial uniformity in
potential. Each charge species has a different
spatial distribution that is described by Eqs. (2),
(7), and (ll), and these can be introduced into
Eq. (29). This discussion is limited to a Gaus-
sian beam profile which is the steady state solu-
tion following the arguments advanced in Secs.

where Q I is the potential generated by a pure ion
beam of density n~~+n„o.

IV 0 and IV E. However, it is easy to apply this
technique (assuming that the other particle pro-
files are independent) to other primary beam
profiles. For a Gaussian beam, however, Eq.
(29) becomes

&g (d @ l dP ncrvI I'nII'I "n00e ' "0ada
e &drI r dI I (2e) 0 [y(u) —p(r')]"'

2 2
+n, e-' "0 —n„(III„+p) e'0 '/p„

This equation Inay be simplified slightly by the
llltroductlOn of the variables x=1'/K0 and y =III/$0.
Hence

e0$0(If y l Ify
I

nI0
~I

e x dx
e00 '(dx' x dx j g &0 (y' —y)II'

—n e'0"Ir~ ~ +n e-" .(rh~+ ch0)
00 . ( P . ] 00

(30)
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It is possible to solve this integrodifferential equa-
tion using a finite-step technique to approximate
the differentials. However, a single solution to
Poisson s equation is insufficient to determine
the well potential because n0, T, and n, o are all
functions of $„. Hence a relaxation routine must
also be included in the numerical solution so that
the value of Q derived from Poisson's equation
is used to modify the initial estimates for n, o, T,
and n&0. The final numerical solution is shown
in Figs. 4 and 5 where particle and potentials
distributions. in both pressure regimes are shown.

It can be seen that the three charged-particle
distributions and the potential well are all of
Gaussian form, although with different radii.
The shape of the numerical potential well supports
the arguments advanced in Sec. IIIB. .

VI. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A series of experiments has been performed on
a helium beam moving at constant energy through
a helium gas cell. An illustration of the apparatus
is shown in Fig. 6. The beam is produced by a
four electrode extraction system which has been
described by Thompson'4 and the current density
and divergence angle of the beam may be control-
led by varying the plasma density in the source.
No magnetic focussing of the beam is used. The
beam plasma is isolated from the extraction elec-
trodes by the last electrode gap, which creates
a potential to reflect the electrons back into the
plasma. Thus the beam plasma is surrounded
by surfaces at a uniform potential (in this case
these surfaces are earthed) and electrons can
only escape by velocity space diffusion.

Two techniques are used to examine the space-
charge potential. First, the plasma potential
may be measured using a "hot" Langmuir probe,
described by Gabovich. The bias voltage rela-

tive to the earthed wall required to give zero wall
current from the probe is equal to the local plasma
potential. Second, a shielded probe with a grid
may be used to make an energy analysis of the
particles which are expelled radially from the
beam. This probe does not give a spatial resolu-
tion of the potential well and can only determine
the electron temperature and maximum well po-
tential from the energy distribution of the slow ion
current. It has the advantage that it does not en-
ter the beam and hence can work at high beam en-
ergies.

A. Potentia1 we11

The plasma potential at a point in the beam is
defined as the voltage between the measurement
point and the beam axis and is equal to the differ-
ence between the floating potential of the probe
at the two points if the electron temperature is
constant. Any thermionic emission from the
probe caused by beam heating is limited by the
beam plasma density and hence the alteration in
floating potential is independent of position. How-
ever, the plasma potential must be corrected for
the effects of charge exchange neutralization.

The Langmuir probes shown in Fig. 6 have been
constructed of tantalum and alumina to withstand
the beam heating up to beam energies of the order
of 25 keV. They have been used to measure the
dependence of the potential on the main beam pa-
rameters, in particular the gas density, beam
radius and beam energy.

In Figs. 7 and S, the well potential is shown as
a function of gas density for helium beams in
helium, hydrogen, and argon. These curves show
that the potential decreases with increasing gas
pressure and then remains constant at high pres-
sures. The experimental data and theory agree
mell ovef the entire pressure range for each gas.
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Gas cell

ape)) )

8

Iiwx&&&&xxxx&4%%7!'Ojbe~%LA+
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FIG. 6. Beam line.
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The change in the scaling of the potential with
pressure occurs when the slow ion density ex-
ceeds the beam ion density so that the electron
density has to neutralize the space charge of the
slow ions instead of the beam. In Fig. 9, the
theoretical peak slow ion and electron densities
are plotted as a function of pressure for the
experimental beam used to obtain the data shown
in Fig. V. It can be seen that n« increases al-

most linearly with pressure whereas n, o only
rises slowly at low pressure and then more ra-
pidly as n„becomes greater than n~o.

The limiting value of Q at high pressures
scales (omII2/o, )'~2, which depends strongly on
the atomic species of the neutralizing gas. This
scaling can be used as an indirect test of the
validity of the model by comparing the values ob-
tained from the well potential with published data
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FIG. 8. Beam potential fII as a function of gas pressure; beam energy 20-keV He', beam radius 1.4 mm,
current 10 mA.
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The variation of the well potential with beam
energy is shown in Fig. 10. The theoretical
curve includes the effects of the variation of the
cross sections with beam energy and agrees
fairly closely with experiment.

The dependence of the potential well on beam
current and beam radius is difficult to analyze
experimentally because the beam divergence is
a function of the beam current for a given extrac-
tion system at constant beam energy and pressure.
However, if the beam potential is measured at
various points along the axis of a diverging beam
it is possible to derive the potential at several
different radii and this is shown in Fig. 11. The
beam radius is found from the beam divergence,
measure'd using a set of calorimeters. The ex-
perimental dependence of the beam potential is
virtually x ~'~ and agrees well with theory.

8. Energy analysis
FIG. 9. Batio of electron or ion density as a function

of pressure; beam energy 20-keV He', current 17e6 mA.

He/Ar

He/H,

H, /Ar

5.2 5.1

0.64

on the cross sections. Using the data from Fig. 7,
the low limit for Q yields the following cross-sec-
tion ratios ett212/o'2811 which are in fair agree-.
ment with published data, from Refs. 15 and 16
where o'& and o2 are the sum of o, and c« for the
two gases used to derive the ratio:

Experimental data Published data

The main method of operation of this probe is
to use the grid as a filter so that only ions or
electrons are allowed to reach the collector. The
energy of these particles that pass through the
grid can then be analyzed by biasing the collector
and measuring the collected current.

The electron temperature T may be easily found
with this probe by plotting current-voltage char-
acteristic on log-linear axes and measuring the
slope. In Fig. 12 the dependence of T on gas
density is shown which has a prenounced minimum
at around pressures of 10 3 Torr and agrees well
with theory. It can be seen in Fig. 9 that the
minimum value of T coincides with the pressure
where n„equals n+.

The ion current-voltage characteristic can be

Beam potentiai [V]

20

10 15

Beam energy [keV]

20 25

FIG. 10. Beam potential $ as a function of beam energy; current 17.6 mh, beam radius 5 rnm, pressure
7&&10 ' Torr.
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used to obtain an estimate for Q and p2. How-
ever, repulsion of the electrons from the grid
creates a space-charge potential that causes an
offset between the collector potential and the ion
energy. The shape of the characteristic and
noting the potential at which the current saturates,

enables an approximate value for p and p' to be
derived.

The dependence of Q„with gas pressure is
shown in Fig. 7 where it agrees closely with the
Langmuir-probe data. In Fig. I3 the dependence
of P on gas density is shown. The value of P de-
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FIG. 12. Electron temperature as a function of pressure; beam energy 20-keV He', beam radius 5 mm,
current 17.6 mA.
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rived from the numerical solution of Poisson's
equation is also shown on the same graph and
fairly good agreement is obtained. The very slow
change of P with gas density is caused by change
in the value of n«/n« from unity which can be
seen in Fig. 9. This would affect the value of p2

derived in Etl. (24).

C. Seam divergence

Only a very limited description of the beam
envelope is presented here and a more detailed
discussion of the effects of space charge neutral-
ization on the beam envelope will be published
later. The radial electric field derived -in Sec. Dt
can be combined with the beam envelope equation
developed by Kapchinskij and Vladimirskij'~ to
provide a complete description of the beam en-
velope and beam divergence. The form of the
equation shows that the divergence angle is ap-
proximately proportional to the radial electric
field. Hence it is possible to compare the rela-
tive divergences of a vacuum (or unneutralized)
beam and a neutralized beam by comparing the
scalings of the electric field. These are, res-
pectively, for the vacuum beam

Efx:n~p'0,

and for .the neutralized beam

E rr- (n~&/rt)
2 I3(l/ro),

which shows that the field of the neutralized beam

decreases with increasing beam envelope radius
unlike the vacuum beam. Hence it is expected
that the divergence wiB decrease with increasing
beam radius at constant beam density. This leads
to the surprising conclusion that large-diameter
high-current ion beams have lower divergences
than small-diameter low-current beams.

This conclusion has been tested experimentally
using the apparatus described in Sec. VI. The
plasma source was a reflex arc source operated
in low magnetic field to produce a quiescent plas-
ma. The divergence was measured using a set
of calorimeters which eliminates any uncertain-
ties caused by electron collection or emission
when electrical measurements of divergence are

. made. The results are shown in Fig. 14 and it
can be seen that the divergence of a helium beam
decreases with increasing extraction aperture
radius. The perveance density (electron per-
veance) and gas density were approximately con-
stant over the entire series of measurements
being, respectively, 5.3x10 ~AV 3 ~cm and
6x10 4 Torr.

The scaling of the lowest curve with beam en-
ergy suggests that the 6-mm-radius beam has
attained the fundamental emittance limit so that
the space-charge forces are less powerful than
the finite ion temperature T&~, which causes a
divergence of (T,1/V1)112 radians and results in
an intense ion beam with a normalized brightness
of 3.10 mAcm sr
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region around the axis so that only the first term
in Eq. (A1) is dominant. The integral in Eq. (2)
becomes on simplification

n onvr ~ (m-2)/m

(2e/m )'"(- y )'" J m(1 —u)'"
where u=r"/a . This integral may be solved to
give

nqoonv, rp~
"~' ~ I'[1 —(m —2)/m]

(2e/m, )'I'y' ' r[—' —(m —2)/m]
(A2)
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It can be seen that if rn i.s greater than 2 when a
tends to zero, the axial ion density tends to in-
finity. If m is less than 2, the axial ion density,
tends to zero. Both of these solutions are non-
physical hence m must be exactly equal to 2 to
yield a nonzero finite value for n«and this has
been assumed in Eq. (2). Thus when m =2

FIG. 14. Beam divergence as a function of beam
energy and beam radius for a He' beam.

n&0 =naoonvp'0/(2e/ m &)

VII. CONCLUSIONS

APPENDIX B: DISTRIBUTION OF NEWLY CREATED
ELECTRONS

A theoretical model for the behavior of the
beam plasma in intense ion beams including both
the particle and energy balance has been devel-
oped, the results of which are in good agreement
with experiment. The behavior of the beam plas-
ma has suggested methods by which the plasma
potential can be reduced, either by increasing
the gas density or by increasing the beam dia-
meter.

This last method is extremely useful since the
residual divergence of the ion beam can be re-
duced by increasing the perveance. The large
6-mm-radius beam is virtually space charge free
and of very high brightness. It can be easily
utilized in controlled thermonuclear-fusion re-
search work for diagonostics or neutral injection.

When electrons have been created by ionization,
the beam ions give them a small amount of kine-
tic energy. A theoretical model by Gryzinski'
has determined this velocity distribution which is
proportional to the beam velocity, v~. Experi-
mental work by Rudd and Jorgensen' has con-
firmed this velocity distribution. It is assumed
here that this velocity is isotropic and hence the
electrons will have an angular momentum of the
order of psv about the beam axis, where p is the
radius at which they were created. This forces
the electrons to have elliptic orbits around the
beam axis if the potential well is parabolic. The
equations of motion for the electrons are

,'m, v'„+~~,v~2—=e&Q+—,'m, zv'
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APPENDIX A

9 vg =. pK ~

where v„and v~ are the radial and azimuthal velo-
cities and m is the initial velocity of the electron.
If the well is assumed to be parabolic in the axial
region then

&0 =(00/ro)(p'- r')
In Sec. III A it was assumed that the potential

could be represented by a series of the form

~m ~m+f ~m+2
—4(8=40 —.+4& .,&+42 .,2+ ~ ~ ~

fp 'Vp I p

(A1)

Hence

v'„=(2e, m/, r', )(p' —r')+so' —v'

providing Q(0) =0. Here it will be shown that the
index m must be 2 in order to have a physically
meaningful value for the slow ion density on axis;

As before, attention is restricted to a small

The elliptical orbit intersects any given radius
r, which is less than p, four times during a single
orbit whose period r is equal to 2(m, r20/2ego)~/2.
Hence
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dN " 4
tSd

— nn, o,e, 2 2' dp2%r8~7'

-n /rnnq) e oa,e,

the results obtained by Rudd and Jorgensen ex-
cept at low values of so.

If the above two equations are combined and
2egor /m, r02v~ is less than unity which applies for
r &t'0, then

4(2e40)"'p dp
2wr( p' —r')'~'( mr')'I'

de 4&nao&v&r ego
dt

f(m) d~
(2ego/m r(') —sv'/r')'I' '

where f(tv) is the distribution function of the ini-
tial velocities and cu2„equals 2er2$0/m, r20T.his
function may be approximated by

f(u)) =(2/v', ) e" ~ "su)du).2 -2 2

This expression gives moderate agreement with

The net effect of the finite velocity of the elec-
trons is to transfer the electrons from the center
.to edge as their angular momentum prevents
most of these electrons from reaching the center
of the beam. The above relation breaks down at
radii greater than ro, but as the most effective
energy absorption occurs at the center where the
containment time is longest, this effect is unim-
portant.
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